FULL-COLOR From the Aztec Civilization to the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict and from The Vikings to the Influenza Epidemics, each book in the comprehensive World History series offers a clearly written and visually enhanced overview of an important historical event or period.

The World History series is designed to acquaint readers with the basics of history and to make them aware that their lives are an intimate part of the ongoing human saga. Written for a middle-school and early high-school audience, the World History series will:

- **Hold student interest** – Titles in the World History series tell stirring stories. Narratives feature vivid primary source quotations and express the voices of participants, witnesses, biographers and historians that bring history to life. Photographs, period reproductions and interesting sidebars enliven text.

- **Support student research** – Formally documented quotations, annotated bibliographies and detailed indexes are valuable tools for further research and debate.

- **Broaden student awareness of history** – Each book gives students a clear sense of time, place and chronology through maps and timelines and ends with an analysis of the era and its legacy. Students see the event or period in the context of world history and become aware that their lives are an intimate part of history as well.

**Features of each volume**

- Table of contents
- Timeline of Important Dates
- Introduction
- Five to seven chapters with photographs and period reproductions
- Sidebars – highlighting personalities, events or commentary relevant to chapter topics
- For More Information – an annotated bibliography of age-appropriate resources, including websites
- End Notes, Glossary and Index
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"Highly recommended for middle-school, high-school and public libraries."
— Doug’s Student Reference Room, February 2009 on China Since World War II